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Convincingly creative!
Matte black corresponds with the current spirit
of time. Therefore, across all product brands, matte
black hinges from SIMONSWERK enjoy unbroken
enthusiasm. They stand for classic elegance and
original individuality. In this way, they complete
every room concept and create an impressive harmony.

“The cornerstone of an integral interior
design concept begins in the detail.
That is our passion and our aspiration
for impressive architecture.”
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TECTUS®
The completely concealed hinge system
On light doors, the completely concealed TECTUS
hinge in the finish matte black emphasises a design
appearance in a class of its own. Embedded in dark
doors, on the other hand, it enables a continuous,
almost mystical ambiance.
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A maximum of
creative freedom
Natural oak wood, raw concrete or elegant stainless steel hinge systems from SIMONSWERK in the
finish matte black can impress in any combination
of materials. They complement subtle structures
and uniquely coordinated compositions.

Aesthetic entry
Entrance doors are the business card of every building. They can be made of wood, steel, PVCu, aluminium or a combination of materials. S
 IMONSWERK
offers the right counter-part for every style – of
course also in a matte black finish!

VARIANT®
The universal hinge system for heavy-duty doors
Especially in the finish matte black, the knuckle hinge
system of the VARIANT product brand can be used
to create exclusive accents at every entrance and
passageway – from classic to extravagant.

Eye catching and
extremely versatile
Whether harmoniously tone-on-tone or deliberately
full of contrast – beyond matte black, hinges from
SIMONSWERK add exceptional charisma to any door
system with high-quality, certified materials and a
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wide range of individually customised finishes.

